
Campus Inklings Intern Expectations 

“The Inklings were a gathering of [Christian]friends – most of them teachers at or otherwise affiliated 

with Oxford University, many of them creative writers and lovers of imaginative literature – who met 

usually on Thursday evenings in C.S. Lewis’s college rooms in Oxford during the 1930s and 1940s for 

readings and criticism of their own work, and for general conversation. “Properly speaking,” wrote W.H. 

Lewis, one of their number, the Inklings “was neither a club nor a literary society, though it partook of 

the nature of both. There were no rules, officers, agendas, or formal elections.” An overlapping group 

gathered on Tuesday (later Monday) mornings in various Oxford pubs, usually but not always the Eagle 

and Child, better known as the Bird and Baby, between the 1940s and 1963. These were less formal 

meetings, and contrary to popular legend the Inklings did not read their manuscripts in the pub.” – From 

http://www.mythsoc.org/inklings.htm 

The Ottawa Christian Reformed Campus Chaplaincy has supported a CS Lewis reading group at the 

University of Ottawa since 2014.  During that time, we have discovered that many students are aware of 

C.S. Lewis and his friends (JRR Tolkien, Charles Williams and more) who formed the Inklings, but many 

have not engaged more directly with the literature, theology and philosophy that resonated from these 

unique individuals.  We have also found that the works of the Inklings and others associated with them 

(George MacDonald, G.K. Chesterton, Dorothy Sayers, etc.) provide a unique way for Christian 

engagement and witness within a public university.   

The Campus Inklings intern(s) are responsible for the ongoing engagement of students through: 

• Weekly CS Lewis Reading group (in partnership with Chaplain) 

• Weekly or Bi-Weekly social gatherings where Inklings readings (or something related to faith, 

arts and creativity) would be discussed. 

• Possible Inklings lecture series – Invite presentations or talks based on different topics related to 

the Inklings each semester.  This may be done in connection with Feast & Faith. 

• Movie Nights – At least 1-2 movie nights a semester where adaptations of the Inklings literature 

are shown, or Documentaries related to the Inklings and their circle of friends.  

http://www.mythsoc.org/inklings.htm

